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ABSTRACT. In this paperwe prove that the /~.,-cube can be (1 + s)-embedded into any 1 -subsynt-
metrie C(s>n.dimensional normed space.
Marcus and Pisier in [5]iniciated tite study of tite geometry ob finite met-
ric spaces. Bourgain, Milman and Wolbson introduced a new notion of met-
nc type and developed tite non-linear titeory of Banacit spaces (see [2]and
[7]).AII titese themes have been studied more intensively over tite last years.
Soitnson and Lindenstrauss proved that, given N points in tite Euclidean
space, titey can be (1 + s)-embedded into a subspace of dimension Kfr) /og N
(see lemma 1 in [3]). Tite metitod titey use is based in tite isoperimetrie in-
equality ob P. Levy. Anotiter proof of tite same fact was given by Pisier, using
Gaussian processes ([8]). Bourgain, Milman andWolfson, in tite paper before
mentioned, studied tite /;-cubes and titeir (1 + s)-embeddings in finite metric
spaces. More recently, Scitecittman obtained estimates bor (1 + s)-embeddings
of finite subsets of Lr into /;-spaces (see [9]).
In titis paper we will study (1 + c)-embeddings of tite ft-cube in finite-di-
mensional subsymmetric spaces. The result we prove for tite 4-case 1 =p<
2, can be deducedbrom Joitnson and Lindenstrauss’s lemma plus arefinement
of Dvoretzky’s titeorem (see for instance [7],Theorem 3.9), but, as far as we
know, it is new in otiter cases. The metitod we use is in essence of probabilis-
tic nature and tite main tool is a well known deviation inequality.
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We begin by recalling some definitions. Given twometile spaces (M,d) and
(Md’), we say titat (M,d) (1 ±s)-embedsinto (M’,d’) iftitere isa one-to-one
mapffrom Minto M’ such that ¡[f¡L~¡Lf”’¡I~, =1±8,witere
¡¡fIL. = sup~,~ d(xy)
Tite !L-cube is the metric space (Q, p,.,) witere C~ = (— 1, + 1>’ and
pjs,s’)= máx s, — s’I, for any par of elements s,g’ belonging to C;.
Since p.,(c,e’)= 2, whenever s # 8’, the problem we are consideiing may be re-
lated witit the sphere-packing problem, i.e., itow many balís, witit radius
l—s
2 can be packed into tite unit balí of a finite dimensional Banacit
space, in an asymptotic way? (See the paper by BalI [1] for inbtnite dimen-
sional sphere-packing problem)
In tite sequel E., wilI denote a finite-dimensional Banacit space witit a
l-subsymmetric normalized basis (e,...,e.,}. We use standard Banacit space
theory notation as may be bound in [4].
Tite theorem we will prove itere is tite following
Theorem.—Tirere exists a nunierical constaní C> O sucir ihat, for any s> O





Proof.— Let s a given positive number verifying 0<8< 1. Let n be a natu-
ml number to be determined after. Consider tite function w defined by
— ¡¡~ej¡ ifO=m=n,
and by a nondecreasing continuous extension in the otiter points of the unit
interval [0,1]. Tite fbnction ig depends on n, but in sorne particular cases we
can choose the same fixed function for alí n. Titis happens, for instance, in
tite /~-spaces where we may define y(t) — t”~ O =t =1.
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Wc note titat function ‘qí verifies ‘y (0) = 0, ‘v(l) = 1 and
‘¡42-’) =:2-0>,j = 0,1, (*)
Indeed, if ~ = ¡ ni+1 we itave
n ? n
.flm*I) ni ti ni
lii e¡I=¡¡ ~ ejI=2’¡¡ 1 e,¡I =2’~1¡1 ej¡
1 ¡ ¡ 1
In general we don’t know tite beitaviour oftite derivative of ‘y in [0,lj, but,
by averaging in tite interval [1/4, 1/2], given 5 = s/128
1/2 1/2+5 1/2—8 ¡/2+8
[‘y(i+5)—’¡¡(i—8)]di= «t)— «i)= ‘y=25
¡/4 1/4+5 1/4—5 1/2—5
and titen, we can pick a number a in tite interval <1/4, 1/2) sucit titat
~v(a+5)—w(a—w)= 88. Hence, for every xye [a—S,a+5],we itave
j’y(x) — ‘i4y)[ =85= s/l 6. (**)
Let k be tite integer pan of 2an, (k =2an c k+ 1). Titen, by <*)
8 16
&
Wc now define Xa random E.,—valued vector by X<o) = 1 s«n)e,, where
¡s > is an i.i.d. sequence of symmetric + 1,— 1>—valued randorn variables de-
fined in sorne probality space. If Y is anotiter i.i.d. copy of 2<, it is
k
clear titat tite two random variables II X — ‘VII and 2¡¡ ~ ~1e II (witere
$ flj~ is an i.i.d. sequence of random variables unibormly distributed on tite set
$0,1!) itave the same distribution. Titen, ib we denote X(n) = ¡¡ leIl, tite
l-subsymmetry ob tite norm implies that tite distribution of tite random
variables ‘y 1n1) and II ~ (X — Y)¡j also coincides.
n ¡ 2X(n)
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k
Since E ( > fl,)= — we will compute tite probability ofn ¡ 2n




=P$cú4v<—1w)—w( —)¡>s — > by(~¶.
n ¡ 2n 16
5 8Note titat a —-—~—= k and so k E[a— ,a+ ] if2n 2n’ 2n 2 2
128 iitusj ‘~n~~É-.j=—1—impíies
E fl ¡>2n 2
k








2 sfto)~> 128 (7k
=2exp(—
(7




Pflo; ~ s,(cn)>X.J¡i~>=exp(— X>0,niEN
<see, for instance, [6] Titeorem 111.15).
Consider now a natural number N sucit titat n> logN. If (2<, >~‘ is an
E’
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i.i.d. sequence ob copies of X, then
1 k k
P{co;I¡i 2M) (X~—~X3¡¡—’¡¡( 2n ~~‘¡‘<—1-—),for allí #j}=
s’n




satisfy tite conclusion of the theorem.
Coroílary.— Tire 4:—cube is (1+ a) — embedded in anyfinite-dimensional





IIie,II=2¡¡ ~ e, ¡j+1
3it is easy to prove titat I¡xI¡=— 1=i=N.2
u) Tite asymptotic estimate n>.K log N is essentially best possible. In-
deed, in a bali of radius r of E., tite number N of baus ob radius r/2 we can
pack into <with disjoint interior) is given by
r’vol (E,)=N< -4— )“vol (E1)
<vol (B) is tite n-dimensional volume ob tite unit bali)
iii) When E=k 1 =p<oc, we can improve slightly the numerical con-
stant. Indeed, by taking a=1/2 and using tite mean value titeorem we obtain
the following:

